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A new local area network LAN topology is proposed. I t
consists of a multichannel global transceiving medium and a group
of local transceiving channels. A station uses the local channel
to communicate with other stations on the same local channel and
uses one of the global channels to communicate with stations on
the other local channels-
A new reservation protocol Contention-based Look-Ahead
Reservation protocol for Multichannel Communications (CLAR-MC)
is proposed for this topology. Various properties of this
protocol are studied and simulation results on message delays and
throughput are obtained. A two dimensional Markov chain model is
built or the network protocol. The performance obtained from the
Narkovian analysis agrees very closely to that obtained by
simulation.
The proposed network can offer an integrated service to
different app l icr-it jons. I t can support message switching, packet
switching as well. as fa: t circuit switching. It can provide
services such as message data transmission, two party telephone
calls, multiparty telephone conferencing, fascimile as well as
providing circuits with customized data rate.
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A computer network has a number of computer systems,
terminals, peripheral devices connected together by a
communication medium. Through the network, computers can
communicate with each other, share each other's information, and
perform tasks together. Although networks, of various types have
been implemented, a definitive design is still far from the
rp A 1 m
The Local Area Network (LAN) is a special type of computer
network with all the stations (computers, terminals, and other
equipments) located in a small geographic area, e.g. within a
radius of two miles. Typically, such a network is owned by a
single organization and so tends to be specialized in
applications. For example, a business firm may use a LAN to
enhance office automation. Documents can circulate among
departments through the network and comments and responses can be
returned almost immediately. This can greatly improve the
efficiency of an organisation. Also expensive peripheral devices
like typesetters, printers, disk and backup tape storages,
plotters etc. can be shared by different computer stations in
each department, resulting in lower equipment cost and better
i] f i 1 l -t: f i on of o y nn 3 i f pr i I i f i p p-_
2Many different types of LANs are proposed and implemented in
recent years. Among them, the Carrier Sense Multiple Access
(CSMA) Bus type computer network and the Ring type network have
received the most attention. The performance of the major types
of local computer networks are analyzed and compared in detail in
a paper by Stallings [1]. Bowerman [2] also made a broad
comparison of several specific local computer networks being
implemented.
Among the local computer networks compared, the CSMA Bus
type network (e. g. the famous Ethernet) has the following
advantages
1) It gives the smallest average delay when the
communication channel is lightly loaded.
2) The communication protocol is easy to implement.
3) The ability to broadcast packets.
4) High reliability due to passive interface.
5) Extremely flexible, i.e. stations can be added or deleted
easily without interrupting the network service.
3However, CSMA type networks also have some drawbacks. First
of a l l, if the workload of the communication channel surges
temporarily, packet collisions on the channel will increase. All
stations are then busy at retransmitting their data packets that
are bound to be collided again with those from other stations. In
such a case the channel throughput will drop to very low and the
delay of successfully transmitted packets will be very large. The
second problem is that the performance of the CSMA type network
depends on the cable length of the network, the packet size and
the total number of active stations in the network. Thus if the
data packet size is small, the cable is long and the number of
stations is large( which are common requirements), the network
performance will be poor[5]. For this reason, the CSMA type
networks are usually smaller in size compared to other types of
networks in order to achieve acceptable performance.
Other types of computer networks such as Token Ring, Token
Bus, Contention Ring, Buffer Insertion Ring etc., all have their
advantages and disadvantages. Generally it is not possible to
tell which network is the best without specifying the application
areas, the hardware and software costs, the performance required,
and the kinds of computers and equipment to be linked on.
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tYpe c〇mPUte r network. They found that by dividing the channel 
into M subchamiels (may be implemented by M cables of smaller 
oandwidth ) , the throughpul： is increased. However, the protocol 
used on Lhe network would require M receivers for each station 
and the station has to deLect status of all [：he su bcfiannels
for. finding an idle channel for tra nsm i ss ion „ This means that
complicated and costly tiransceiver is ne€)r]ed for each station.
I^'rrorm.uK-o ( i (i< 11. i—()n to l:he incre.u^o of； cal.Lo lenqth
(using the CSMA protocols) still exists, which limits the size of 
the network. rl' h e re s u 11.1 n cj n e t w o rk , therefore 7 is neither well 
suited for low cost microcomputer communications nor for large 
⑴ k 」 l〇n(j disUmce pdcket: trcuismissiori.
To combine trie advantages of the CSMA protocol and 
multichannel top eulogy , we propose, in the following, a new LAN 
topology "Multichannel Computer Network witfi Local and Global 
r ranscei viny Media'1 and a new communication protocol to be used 
on 1 * the "Contention-based Look-Ahead Reservation protocol for 
M u It .i c h a n n e ]. Com mu n ic<i t Ion s ( CL AR-MC ) 1 .
It is shown that: the proposed network topology has many 
advantaye^ compared with other network topologies. It can support
0 o t h packet t ran sm i. .s g i on <-i n(1 voice c i r c u i (: reservation. It is
we 丄」 dpp J—j. !:〇 ‘i i ol: 〇[； services such a s me ssaqe 
Lr arismission , vo_i.ee calls, tie 1 e p hone con f e r e n c i n g f fascimile,
1 〇w — spe g ci virtual f： i rc u ;L t reservation e tc .
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CHAPTER 2
A NEW COMPUTER NETWORK TOPOLOGY
2.I Topology -
Let the network be consisted of a multichannel global 
transceivi n g medium and a group of .Local transceiving channels 
(figure 2.1). All local and global channels are of the same bit
late ln order 1:0 ,nlnimize the transceiver c o f n p 1 e x i t i e s. Each 
station uses tlie local channel to cominu n i( • a t e with other devices 
on the same local channels If a station wants to communicate with 
a dlf^erent station on another local channel； it will do so via 
one of the global channels^ To offer a diverse grade of services 
and to control congestion if occurs, prot(3cols can be designed so 
33 t o  restrict  certain stations from accessing certain global 
channels. An example of network interface for the multichannel 
LAN is shown in figure 2,2.
There are a number of advantages in using this kind of 
network topo.1 oqy ；
1  ^ Hlgh reliability : No station can monopolize the entire
communication channel. Even if a malfunction station keeps on 
sending packets, i t will not flood the entire network with 
traffic. Passive in i;er faces are used in both local and global 
channels to enhance re1iahi1ity。
2) I i i y Fi f 1 e x i b i J. i t： y a m (i in 〇 < j u 1 a r i t y : Stations and subnetworks 















Stations that can acess both local and global channels
Stations that can access only local channels.
Figure 2.1: Network topology of the multichannel
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63) Higher throughput: Local channels can simultaneously
transport "local" traffic on them. The effective traffic allowed
on the network is therefore increased.
4) Adaptability and Expandability: An organisation can choose
the number of local and global channels in the network to adapt
to its own need. I f it has only microcomputers to be linked, it
can implement just the local channel. The global channel and
other local channels can be built t at a later time when network
expansion is called for.
5) Larger geographic coverage: By using many smaller bandwidth
channels as the global transceiving medium the throughput
performance is less dependent on cable length. Also new
protocols can be designed to make the throughput even less cable
length dependent than the CSMA protocols, Moreover, since the
local channels can take up a proportion of the network traffic,
we expect the performance of our proposed network to be better
than the multichannel. CSMA network where all channels are
identical. Thus the network in principle can cover a larger
geographic area.
6) Cost-effectiveness: Since the subnetwork (the local
channel and its stations) size is relatively small, simple
protocols may be used on it to reduce the transceiver cost. Also,
single-user microcomputers need only be connected to one or two
global channels to reduce the cost of interface. For larger
computers and expensive equipments, it then justifies the use of
more expensive hardware for more efficient global communications.
77) Better, Security and Privacy: There is no way for stations
on one local channel to hear "conversations" on other local
channels.
2.2 Network Access Protocol
There are two access protocols to be considered, the local
channel access protocol and the global channels access protocol.
Since a local channel is shorter and is connecting only a
fraction of the total stations, simple CSMA/CD [1,5,17] protocols
can be used with satisfactory performance at very low
implementation cost. The procedures and performance of CSMA/CD
protocols are well understood and so we do not describe it in
detail here.
In this thesis we proposed a new network access protocol for
the global channels that would require less complicated
transceivers than the M-CSMA[3,4], and give higher throughput and
acceptable delay at high load. The protocol is termed
"Contention-based Look-Ahead Reservation protocol for
Multichannel Communications (CLAR-MC)". For an M channel network,
one channel is dedicated for signalling which includes functions
such as channel reservation (transmission request),
acknowledgements, channel re leasing, system set up etc. The
remaining M-l channels are for data transmission and are shared
by all stations through reservation on the signalling channel.
We choose a modified Slotted ALOHA protocol (see figure 2.4
and 2.6) for contention on the signalling channel. This protocol
requires a very simple hardware implementation and its
performance is well understood. But more importantly its
throughput performance is independent of the cable length and
message size[5]. Hence it is particularly suitable for networks
with large geographic coverage.
Let Active" stations be those which are ready for message 
reception; and "Ready" stations be those with message ready for 
t r a n sin i ss i on. A ready station must also be an active station.
Each station Keeps a table recording the current information 
on global channels. A typical table looks as follows:
- - - - - - - - - -   —        — ^ - — ■—      — —       一  一  .一 ，一 一       
Channel Busy/Ready Transmit Receive 
Number /Idle Station Station
___ ______ ____ ___________ _ ______ ___ ________________
1 B 1 100
2 R x x
3 R 3 2 9
* *  •  .
° 筆 .  •
9 I x x
_ 丨 —*■ -- "■-撼n ~~ — I --mm. -I.     . . _ - -  r - 1
Whe re
Busy/Ready/Idle : Channel status, "Busy" means it is being used
for transmission and is not available for reservation through 
contention, "Ready" ni e a n s it is opened for contention b y 
stations. A station succeeded in reserving the "Ready" channe 1 
has to wait for the end of the previous transmission before it 
can start trans【nissior匕 "Idle" means that no station is using the 
channel and is ready for immediate transmiwssion.
Thus in the above table, for example, channel 1 is being 
used by stations 1 and 100, channel 2 is ready to accept 
reservations and channa 1 9 is idle.
m  Channel Status Table
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2.2.2 Station power-up procedure
When a station is power up, it can initialize its table by
broadcasting a request information packet through the signalling
channel. The station which is transmitting at the lowest numbered
channel answers the request by sending a packet containing the
table information to the star up station. It no such table is
teceived within ceetain time interval. say 10 slots,and all
the channels are detected to be idle, the startup station simply
assumes that there are no existing active stations using the data
channels. The transmitting probability p is set to 1 and the
status of a 11 channe1s a re set to I( id 1 e).
2.2.3 Message Transmission Procedure
When an active station becomes ready to transmit a message, it
follows the steps below:
Step 1: Look up the Channel Status Table to see if the
destination station is busy in transmitting or receiving
messages. If so, the source station will wait until the
destination station is ready to accept messages.
Step 2: Select an Idle channel for data transmission. If none
exists, choose a Ready channel at random.
Step 3: Transmit a reservation packet (see fig.2.3) through the
signalling channel to reserve the chosen channel. The
contentien nlgorithm is slown in rigure 2.4 If a















Station A transmits a release packet A? through the
signalling channel at the beginning of the lookahead reservation
interval. Station B succeeds in transmimitting a reservation
packet B~V after 1 slot of collision with other reservation
packets. After a reservation acknowledgement packet is received
fraii the destination station, station B then waits and starts
transmitting its message as soon as station A completes its
transmission.
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Figure 2.4: Flowchart for signalling channel contention
Uie i m me (i i < \ t e 1 y f o 1. L ow i n g s l o t 〕‘. s reserved for the 
(]g :v 匕 i iia t i. on s t:a t on to reply with a "R e so r va t i. on 
Acknowledgement *f or "RACK" packet. All other stations 
will re(-rain from t; ra ri sin i ss i on in t.fial:; slot.
Step 4 : After a RACK pricket is received from the destination
staL ion , message transmission inay begin on the "Ready" 
(：!lfUlno1' ：；(j 1 or： !：〇(] (1^  n〇〇n iL (joe^  ifJlo, A ] I
stations then change the status of that channel to
nBusy " •
Step 5 : When Uiero flre !)its remain ing to he sent:, the source
station broadcasts a "Channel-Release" packet through 
the signal1ing channel. All stations then change the
staL u .s 〇 l t i l a t data channel to M R e a d y " . a ”Ready '，
channel therefore may not: necessary be idle but it must 
oecorne idle v/it/iin the t ra n .sin i ss i oti time of b bits. We 
cie f i ii g U 丨e 1 s t: 1) l)i l;s t ra nsm i .ss 1 on interval a s the
"Look a he. Hi Res- rva Lion Interval,r „ This M lookahead" 
mechanism is deliberately introduced so that the
transmission of the present message on the data channel 
and the scheduling of: the next message on the same
channel are done sirnu Itaneously. The next message can be 
t ra n sm 1 L (： oci 〇 s soon a s t fie f)i;e se n I: me ssaqe l: ransm i. ss i on 
is finished.
； 6 ： Afli^r r^coivLng the entire message, the destination 
; :;L<iLion v/ill ,K'knowIedge the source station with a "ACK"
"UA(_K" (i\h. i \j <' k n()w 1 (、（i(|(、m(:、n ） p<i(，k(、t.
11.
F i g  2 . 5 is a flowchart summarizing the procedures for 
l-r.msini tti nc] a me5>：Mc]G. Figure 2.4 shown  the  contention algorithm 
f〇L t:ho signal l i n g channel to tranmit the reservation, the 
release and the RACK packets. Figure 2,6 shows the algorithm for 
an aCtlve statlion to update U ig transmitting probability p. 
Figures 2.7 and 2,8 shov./ the typical formats for signalling 
packets and data messages respectively. Figure 2.3 shows the 
assignment of a data channel to a station after reservation at 
tne signalling channel. The channel release packet is assigned a 
Higher Priori t:y U w n  hhe reservation packet by assigning it a 
larger probability of l: ra nsm .1 ss i on This ensures that: channel
release information is quickly propagated to all stations so that 





























[•i'Mirt; 2.5 :Flowchart for the transmission of
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Fi_gutg 2.6; blowchar t .for acf iv0 s ta tion to
update, the transmit probability p
Station 〇 n ch fnnel destination Error
。 。 belect Station Check
Address Bits
a) Channel Reservation Packet (for message transmission)
S t ^ ^ o n  n i y v Signalling Error
L d - e s s  X Information Check
AOu,css (dats) Bits
D) Signalling Packets for message transmission
(include RACK, Release, other information packet etc.)
, 〇 y y Signalling Error
, a L -on 1 0 X X Information Check
Adclress (voice) Bits
c) Signalling Packets for voice call
(include call setup, call ACK, talkspurt-circuit Reserv 
call r e l e a s e ) ，
p n ~ ~ n ------------------- //-------- -----------
Source Multidestination Error
^ cltL〇n 1 1 x x broadcast/conference Check
address call information Bits
---------------------------------- _~ ~ ~ J~ ^ --------------------------------------------------------------/ / --------------------------- ----- -------------------------------
d) Special signalling packets for multidestination call 
It contains addresses of all the destination stations 
Lach destination adclress has one bit added to indicate 
wnetner it needs to send back an RACK or not. A special 
Broadcast/Conference Code is assigned.










b) First voice packet of a. talkspurt
DestlnaLion
Preempt DigitizedAddress/ CRC
Header Conference Voice/Data Checksum
Code
c) Subsequent voice packets




We first define the following:
M: Number of data channels
C: Capacity of each channel (Bitssec)
N: Number of active stations
Message arrival rate per station
(Assumed equal for all stations)
3: Average message size in number of bits
P: Size of small signalling packets in number of bits.
(Small signalling packetsincludereservation
packets, release packets, ACK packets etc).
The total amount of traffic on the M-l data channels is
N R K i f~ c? c:
3.1 Constraint on Average Message Size
There are three types of traffic on the signalling channel:
reservation packets, reservation acknowledgement packets and
release packets. As explained before, there is always a reserved
slot for the RACK packet. The number of slots required for RACK
for eack message transmission is always one. Let n1 be the
average number of contention slots (P bits per slot) required for
a successful transmission of a reservation packet. Let n2 be that
required for a successful transmission of a release packet (See
F i g. 3 .1). W e h a v e n 2= n1 since a higher probability of
transmission at a contention slot is assigned to the release
packet. The average number of signalling channel slots needed for
Rel Req R a c k Rel Req R a c k
n2 nl Idle n2 nl-
nl reservation packet contention
interval in slots.
n2 release packet contention
interval in slots.
Figure 3.1: Packet transmission on the Signalling Channel
a me ssaqe transmission therefore is H ence the total
traffic on the signalling channe1 is bps.




In order to fully utilize the data channels we take
(M-1 )C. Upon subs titut i ng into the second inequality we obtain
the constraint on the message size as or the average
message size in slots must be 1arger than
The value of n depe n d s on the number of active stations N,
the traffic rate the number of data channels M -1 and the
contention algorithm used at the signalling channel. From
simulation, n is found to be between 3 and 5.6 depending on
network load.
3.2. Maxim um T h ro ugh p u t
From previous discussions we know that it the average
message size exceeds (M-l)nP bits, all M-l data channels are
fully utilized. Hence the maximum throughput is
S (max]
M- 1
and is independent of number of stations, loading and cable
1 e n a t h.
Simulation results show that this maxmimum throughput value
is obtained at an offered load of only about one. This means that
very high throughput may be obtained if the average size of
messages is sufficiently large in size, say 50 times the
contention slot size for M-10. Since a data channel once reserved
can be used to transmit the entire message, the average message
size is effectively larger compared with that of the single cable
network, in which case messages must be broken into smaller
packets, adding headers and transmit through contention one by
one. This is essentially fast~circu.it switching on a
multichannel LAN.
3.3. Average Delay-
Here, the data channel is assumed to be error-free. The
message delay is the sum of queueing delay for a ready channel,
reservation delay, delay in waiting for the reserved channel to
become Idle and the message tranmission delay. The reservation
delay, moreover, is composed of the contention delay, the
reservation packet transmission time and the RACK transmission
t ime.
Under light loading condition, say S 0.3, a lot of idle
channels are available. Therefore
1) Queueing delay for Ready Channel= 0
2) Average Contention Delay
by assigning nl=l assuming there is
very little collision at low load.
3) Waiting Delay after reservation= 0
4) Average Transmission time- BC
Therefore the average total delay D is (2P+ B)C.
An equivalent channel with combined channel capacity MC will
have average message transmission time T'equals to BMC. The
average total message delay D normalized with respect to T' is:
Since 2PB 1, the de1 ay on the M-channe1 network und(
light loading condition is about M t i m e s the delay on a sing]
channel network. In other words, the message transmission time:
the dominating delay.
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Under medium to heavy traff is conditions, say 0.3 S 0.8,
the queueing delay is small compared to the reservation delay
plus the message tranmission time, and can be neglected. A
station after reserving a ready channel has to wait for that
channel to become idle. If the lookahead interval is sufficiently
large, channel reservation is done before the end of the
lookahead interval. Hence, the maximum waiting delay is equal to
the lookahead interval b/C. Therefore the average total delay D
is (3+b)/C and the normalized average delay D' is M(l+b/3), or
larrier than M but less than 2M.
Under very heavy traffic condition, S 0.8, the
queueing delay dominates and the delay will blow up as in any
other resource sharing systems.
The selection of lookahead interval size is subject to two
contradicting factors. If the interval is too short, contention
on the signalling channel may go beyond the lookahead interval,
with the throughput decreased. I f the interval is too long,
unnecessary delay in waiting for the end of the interval may
occur when some other channels 'become idle in this interval.
Let LI be the size of lookahead interval in number of slots.
Simulation result shows that 5 LI 30 slots all give
comparable performance. A value of T I equals to 10 slots is
chosen.
CHAPTER 4
APPLICATIONS ON VOICE TRAFFIC AMD CONFERENCING 
4 •丄 General Discussion
Since the introduction of computer networks, the possibility 
Ox. integrating d.i.]：i.erent types of traffic onto a network lias been 
investiga ted. In p a r t icu1ar , the integration of voice .nul dnl：a 
trdffiC extensively studied [6,7,8]. John G. Gruber[8]
(]a V〇 11 丨 rovl〇w ()[ erUmnced circuiL, park e t: , and hybrid 
switching techniques applyinq to voice traffic, lie then d is m s  sod 
the delay performance of these techniques. The network topology 
concerned is a general mesh type or structured hierarchical type 
that: are used f：〇r packet switching.
Integration of voice and data has also been proposed on a 
bus type local area network using protocols that are
modifications of CSMA/CD [9,10,11] . However as pointed out in 
[1〇], due to the special nature of voice traffic, ordinary 
CSMA/CD protocol.^ are n〇[： well suited for such integration.
Speech signals are prepared for digital transmission either
by speech vocoders or waveform coders. Vocoders analyze
i^ucr： 〇 i ve  ^i xocj rv^tls ( frames ) of U)e input speech.
Typically, the duration of these frames i:3 between 10-25
ms[9][ll」. The exact nature of the framing varies accordinq to
the coding algorithms used. Each frame is represented (〇r
encoded ) by a .small number of bits and constitutes one "parcel"
!*■
of speech. Voice parcels are generated periodically during
talkspurts only. The statistics of the duration of talkspurts and
silences in conversational speech are given by Brady [23],[24].
Voice parcels are assembled into packets by the speech terminal.
In waveform coders, the speech is not partitioned for analysis.
Rather, each speech sample is represented by a fixed number of
bits (for example, PCM). The speech terminal forms a packet from
a fixed number of speech samples.
Packets formed from voice parcels or voice samples are
transmitted through the network. If more such samples or parcels
are included in one packet, the delay in pa eke t .i za t i on (i.e.
waiting time for a packet of encoded speech) is increased. Other
delay parameters such as network delay in transmission and the
packet processing delay at the receiving station depend mainly on
the network topology and communication protocols used. As pointed
out by [11], the voice quality is greatly affected by the gaps
between packets (that is, by the variance of the total delay at
the output) and the average voice packet delay. Chin [11] triec
to decrease the coefficient of variation of the voice packet
delay by proposing an adaptive multiple access protocol while Dor
[9] tried to minimize the average packet delay.
In order to minimize the total delay, we have to decrease
the voice packet size so as to minimize the delay in
packetization. However, decreasing packet size in a CSMACD
network means an increasing of the normalized propagation delay
a1 and resulting in the throughput being reduced. With throughput
reduced, the network queueing delay will increase drastically.
Consider a cable of data rate 10 Mbps and 10 Km in length.
The propagation delay is about 50 us. A parcel of 20ms speech
coded by 3 2 Kbps Al) PCM [27] contains 640 bits of voice data.
Adding 40 bits of header, a nacket is formed con tain inn 68 0 bits.
The normalized propagation delay a' in this caase is 0.73, which
gives a maximum throughput of 0.2 using any CSMACD protocols.
The maximum number of calls that can be supported on the network
is 0.210 Mbps32 Kbps or 62.5. Moreover, the delay performance
is unacceptable as the network is easily overloaded.
We may form a packet from a number of voice parcels and adc
a header to it. In this case, the normalized propagation dela
would be smaller, the throughput is increased but then the dela
in packetization is also increased which may be unacceptable. For
example it each packet contains 10 voice parcels, a' will be
equal 0.078 which corresponds to a maximum throughput of OA.
using any CSMACD protocols| L 5]. The packetization delay however
is in c re ase d t o 0.2s.
Maxemchuk [16] proposed a variation of the CSMACD protocol
that yields movable TDM slots in an integrated voicedata local
network. With this protocol, data sources use conventional
CSMACD to access the channel, while the voice sources use a
variation of the same protocol. By requiring periodic sources
(voice) to generate periodic packets (each packet contains only
one parcel of 20 ms speech) after they have successfully acquired
the channel, the periodic packet transmissions are separated by
fixed time intervals. This results in a decrease in the network
delay. Channel contention is further reduced by requiring
periodic sources to transmit all of the data they have acquired
whenever they transmit and to schedule their next transmission a
fixed time T after their last successful channel acquisition.
The above protocol however is not suitable for networks with
a long channel and operating at high bit rate since more overhead
bits are necessary to be transmitted per voice or data oacke t
which are themselves quite short. To illustrate, for a cable
length of 10 Km and data rate of 10 M bp s, the preempt overhead
bits required for a 640 bits voice packet is 1000 bits [16].
Moreover, the size of data packets must be smaller than voice
packet which is quite small, say 640 bits (20ms parcel). Lone
messages must be cut up, with header added, and sent packet b
packet. If only voice traffic is present in a 10 Mbps, 10 Kn
network, the rn a x i m u m t h r o u g h put is only 640(1000+ 640) or 0.3
and the maximum number of calls that can be supported is 12.
(0.3 910Mbps32Kbps).
4.2 Voice Traffic in CLAR-MC
The network topology proposed in this thesis is particularly
suitable for voice traffic and telephone conferencing for its
nearly constant delay performance over a wide range of
throughput. The network access protocol (CLAR-MC) for the global
channels can be easily modified to implement voice-traffic and
telephone conferencing. A1so 1ow speed virtua 1 c i rcuits may be
implemented which are particularly useful for low speed data
communications. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of circuitry
required to implement voice traffic and telephone conferencing
onto the M-channel LAN.
The modified CLAR-MC network access protocol is described
below:
4.2.1. Channel Status Table
Each station keeps a table recording the current information
on g1oba1 c h anne1s. A typica 1 tab1e looks a s follows:
C hi a n n e 1
























Fipiirp 4.1• Voice and Conference traffic transmission on M-LAIN
The Channe1 Status column tells whether the channel is
idle, busy, ready or being reserved for voice traffic.
When a talk spurt is generated, it is partitioned into 20 rn s voice
packets and sent out one-by-one through a reserved channel using
Maxemchuk's protocol. The maximum number of talkspurts that can
be reserved on each data channel depends on the channel
bandwidth, the normalized propagation delay and the voice data
rate. For a 1 Mbps cable and 32Kbps voice ADPCM encoding data
rate, we can a 1 1ow approximately 25 talkspurts transmitting
simultaneously on a global channel with nearly constant
packs tization delay of 20 m s and network transmission delay of
80 us. Define voice-circuit as a virtual circuit on a channel
that can support a talkspurt transmission, or a 32Kbps virtual
circuit in the above example.
If a channel is assigned for voice traffic application, the
third and fourth column of the channel status table will show the
total number of talkspurts circuits assigned and the maximum
number of talkspurts circuits available respectively. However if
a channel is transmitting data, the third and fourth column will
show the transmitting station number and the receiving station
number respect i. vely. For the table shown above, channel 1 is
busy and is used by station 15 and station 6 for data
tranmiss ion. Channel 2 is idle and channel 3 is ready.
Channel 8 and channel 9 are used for voice traffic application
and the maximum number of talkspurts circuit allowed on each
channel is 25. Thirteen talkspurts are n o w transmitting on
channel 8 while eighteen are on channel 9.
4.2.2. Voice Call Setup Procedure
There are three s t e p s involved i n t. he calling proce d ure.
First, the voice call is set up by a call-setup packet and an
acknow legement packet. Second, stations communicate with each
other by transmitting talk spurts through a voice channel
through reservation. Third, the conversation is terminated by a
call-release packet. The format of small signalling packets for
voice traffic (e.g. call-setup, call-release, talk spurt
reservation, talkspurt release, start-conversation etc.) is shown
in figure 2.7c. We describe in detail the voice call algorithm
below:
1) The calling station sends a call-setup packet to the
receiving station through the signalling channel. The
receiver station, if prepared, will give a ring to notify
the user. Wh e n t he user picks up the phone, a CALL-ACK
packet is sent back to the calling station to indicate that
the conversation may start. When a talkspurt is uttered by a
user, it is transformed into a periodic stream of voice
parcels in the station. At the same time, the station
searches for the highest number voice channel that has a
free voice-circuit, If none exists, it will select an
idle channel. A voice-circuit reservation packet is then
sent through the signa 11 i ng channel to notify the other
users that it has reserved the selected channel for
transmitting the voice packet stream. The corresponding
Channel Status Table's entry is updated by all stations.
Palkspurtis a ro encoded into fixed length voice packets
depending 〇»i tlie voice terminal encoding rate. Each packet
contains only 20-25 ms speech. Except t:he ” f i r s t，' voice
} ) a < ，k e t ： 7 G x l: ra bit：s c.re ,-ulclorl l)e[〇 re the packet:
h e a d e r  on all ”p e r i〇dic” v〇ice pdckef：s ‘ The d c c e s s  p r〇t〇c〇1
is deigned so Lhat: thire is no collision between "periodic”
packets. If a "first" packet [：inds itself collided with a 
”p e r i o d i c” packet, it stops transmission immediately and 
〇nly t：h〇  deader of i：he "periodic" packet ruined.
The Mp e r i 〇r]ic,' packet can condinue its transmission without 
any loss of data. Figure 2.8 shows tlie formats of; M tMr s t M 
voice packet and sul)seqaent "periodic" voice packets.
After the re se r t： i 〇a of a ta l kapu r t-c i rcu i t in a channel, 
the ca l line] i on f)err〇 rms [；}]〇 ["ol lov/inq：
a) Jt ：n〇 (^ t o r：s the assigned data channol until it is idle.
b) 1 L Uien the voice parcel and detects
for collison. If collided, it immediately stops 
transmission and reschedules the transmission in a 
random later time u^ing conventional binary exponential
backo£ L： sche,ne f-17 1 and repeat the trial procedure
u n I: i 1 s u c c e s s .
2 r»
It then marks the time of success and calculates the
next time interval T to transmit the subsequent
periodic voice packets. Since the packets are
generated periodically, short term TDM slots are in
effect being assigned for transmitting packets of that
talkspurt, and there will be no collision with
periodic packets of other talkspurts [16] (See figure
4.2a).
d) A station may find that the channel is busy in
transmitting other packets after the elapse of time
interval T. It has to wait until the channel is idle.
(See figure 4.2b). New coming voice samples during the
waiting time is included into the voice packet and
transmitted as soon as the channel is idle. If a
periodic voice packet is collided with a first
packet from a new talkspurt, only the preempt header is
ruined a nd it can continue the transmission
successfully neglecting the detected collision. (See
e) Voice packets are collected in a buffer at the
receiving station. They are then disassembled in tc
voice samples and passed to output register. The voice
samples are then decoded back into analog signal anc
output to the speaker.
A1 B1 A 2 Data Channe1 (D.C.)
[bl S igna 11 i rig Cha nne 1 (S. C.)
a) After a T sec. interval, station A succeeded in transmitting





b) Station A has to wait for a short time t (tpacket tx time)
before the data channel becomes idle.
Collided Preempt
Header




c) Station A transmits the packet but collided with a
first packet Dl. It insists on transmission and has its
preempt header ruined. The first packet withdraws its
transmission when collision is detected.
Figure 4.2: Transmission of talkspurt packets on the 'Voice. channel
a rb Ic d reservation packets for talkspurts
f) At the end 〇(； a talkspurt, the speaking station sends a 
circii L l：- r：0 Le.：w3e [)ac 1^ e t through the ：5 1 9 na 1 1 i ng channel 
to notify all stations that it is releasing the 
<ivS〇 " vo ice-c i r:c u i t " . All s t;a t i on s up(]a t p t: he i r
Channel Statues Tables i^c.f；ording.ly. After receding the 
cirxuit release pricket， the call receiving s ta t ion 
sends back a Mcircuit-releaseM ACK to the calling station.
3 ) At end of a conversation, the calling station sends a
cal 1-relea^o packed to the destination st，U:ion„ The 
destination sLal.ion sends back a RACK packet to the calling
s L a I: i on • T h g c a 11 i s te rm i n a t ed •
figure 4.3 shows a flowchart summarizing the procedures for 
〇<-LLinfj i][) a v<;i<;e anci Cigure 4.4 sumi(MrL/,e.s tlie ,ste[)s C〇 r
an active user to Lransmit: voice packers of a talkspuirt.
The receiver ring the
user nni return an ACK
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart summarizing the procedures
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•i•-- 3. Telephone Conferencing Setup Procedure
Due to the broadcasting nature of the data channels the
network can also support telephone conferencing. If a station
w a n t s to setup a telephone conference with a set of other
stations, we call them the destination stations, it sends a
conference setup packet (see figure 2.7d) to all stations on
the signalling channel. The conference setup packet contains a
conference code for identification and„ the addresses of all
destinations. A subset of the destination stations is specified.
They are the major conference participants and are required to
send back ACKs to the conference initiating station. After all
conference ACK packets are received, the initiating station
sends a start-conversation packet to all stations to notify
that the conference call may start. Talkspurts generated by
speakers are processed and transmitted in the same manner as
outlined in the previous section except that the conference code
is included in all voice-circuit reservation packets and voice
packe t.
Only talkspurts from any two stations within a conference
may be transmitted simultaneously in the data channels. At the
receiving end, each conference station needs two analog vocoders
(figure4.1) that can receive talkspurts from any two stations
simultaneously. These talkspurts are mixed analogly at the
output speakers so that all participants can hear an interrupted
speech when two or more speakers are talking at the same time.
One of the dominating speaker will continue while the others
will yield and stop. E a c h pa rticipa tin g station main tains s
record of the number of active speakers and refrain from
transmitting talkspurts when two talkspurts are already on the
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of a successful
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ckcl
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Figure 4.5: Flowchart for Telephone Conferenc
Setup Procedure
4 * 2 ** 4 * ^〇w - 8 p e e d V i r t u a l  C i r c u i t  R e s e r v a t i o n
1 f d st:at,-〇n w a n t s  {：〇 use a low speed virtu al c i r c u i t  for 
c-ontmuoiKs da ta t r a n s m i s s i o n ,  it can reserve  a nv o i c e M c i r c u i t  on
< h .、 丄 化 1 (十 < ⑴ ⑴ 、1 l() (!()〜）. " ： firsi hv; r〇 t、<K十 ⑴
s m a l l e r  size p a c k e t s  (640 b i t s / p a c k e t )  and then t r a n s m i t s  these 
p a c k e t s  p e r i o d i c a l l y  as if they were d i g i t i z e d  voice packets. 
E i r o r  d e t e c t i o n / c o r r e c t i o n  c o d e s  are need e d on each packet： so as 
to m a i n t a i n  the data integr ity. This s e r v i c e s h o u l d  be well
S U l t G d  t〇r ]〇w ~ - i ^ 〇d data c o m m u n i c a t i o n  s ince lower cost 
i n t e r f a c e  and less b u f f e r  m e m o r y  is required. V i r t u a l  c i r c u i t o  of 
data rate up to 32 K b i t / s  can be set up in this manner.
4 ，3 Pre 1 1 m i na ry Pe rf：o ruicj nee K va 1 no f： i 〇n
T h e r e  are ma ny a d v a n t a g e s  that make the M u l t i c h a n n e l  n e t w o r k 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  ^ui table 1; 〇 ,； voice traffic and con l:e renc ing ：
1 ) 〇Ue 1:0 reservaliion [Protocols r：he b r o a d c a s t i n q
N，lL'n "1/ ,u f- call and con f；e renc^ incj call can be
^ u f)p〇rf;e(i. s t ation can reserve ddl：a c h a n n e l s  to
t r a n s m i t  its own talksp urt . As u s u a l l y  one s p e a k e r  is 
flC f： 1 Ve i-n any con ve rsa C i on , TAST a d v a n t a g e  [2S] can
o e e x f) 1 〇 i f： e i n t h i. s r 〇 t o c: 〇 ].,
2) The -ielay is very small and n e a r l y  constant .
™ i 3 is D W t x c u U r  a d v a n t a g e o u s  f〇r voice
np() 1 i Cri I- ions .
30
Different types of service may be implemented easily.
For example we can set a limit to the total number of
channels to be used for telephone call we may allow a
station to reserve more than one voice circuit for
periodic data transmission such as fascimiie, video
etc. This is essentially virtual circuit switching.
When compared to the single cable CSMACD protocol for
transm i 11 'i n O VO i C e, we obse r ve I h e f o 1 1 ow i n a a d ra n h a n e a
l
The time required to detect collision in a network depends
on the end-to-end propagation delay and hence cable length
of the network. For the same collision detection interval
the number of corresponding preempt bits for a multichannel
network is much smaller compared with the single cable
network since the data rate is reduced by M times. The
throughout is thus i in d roved.
Maxemchuk [16] concluded that the throughput is increased
for an increased percentage of periodic (voice) load. In our
case, data and voice are separated on different channels,
therefore the throughput of the voice channel is not
degraded by the data traffic.
There is no need to cut data messages into very smal
packets to suit the requirements of voice packets. The
normalized propagation delay is decreased and hence the
throughpu t is increased.
dA
The maximum number of talkspurts in a data channel is
controlled through reservation so that channel stability is
ensured-
As an example, we consider the following Multichannal
network using CLAR-MC protocol:
Number of Channels M- 10
Total channel rate~ 10 Mbps
Data rate per channel- 1 Mbps
ADPCM encoding rate= 32 Kbps
C a b 1 e 1 e n g t h- 10 K m
voice parce1 size= 20 m s (640 bit s
overhead bits= 164 bits (including 108 bits preempt header
40 bits address header
16 bit CRC checksum)
average talkspurt length= 1.23 s (39.4 Kbits, 61 parcels)
average silence length= 1.77s (not encoded)
Consider a 20 ms frame in the data channel, the total number
of bits that can be transmitted is 20 Kbits. The packet size
equals- to 640+164 or 804 bits. Thus the total number of packets
to be accomodate in a 20 ms frame is 25, assuming an ideal
scheduling of voice parcels in the data frame. Since one channel
is used for signalling and reservation in ChAR-MC protocol, there
are 9 data channels. The total number of calls that can hole
simultaneously on the Multichannel network is 225, which is much
larger than that of single cable using CSMACD with the same
total channel rate. The actual number of calls that can be
supported is oven larger since we can obtain the TASI advantage
in this protocol. Therefore we conclude that the Multichannel
computer network with the CLAR-MC protocol is well suited tor
voice traffic applications. To compare the M-CSMA protocol with
the CLAR-MC protocol for voice application, we want to point out
that M transceivers are required there but only two is required
for CLAR-MC. Also in M-CSMA some complicated protocols must be
devised in order to implement virtual circuit switching based
on packet communications, and control the maximum number of
ta 1 ksou r ts us i ng the sane da t-a channe 1.
CHAPTER 5
ANALYTICAL MODEL
In this chapter we are going to analyze the throughput-delay
performance of the M-Channel LAN using the CLAR-MC protocol. It
is difficult to devise an analytical model that can describe the
complete network operation including reservation contention,
release contention, deterministic lookahead interval,
de terminis tic messag e sL ze etc. Therefore, we bui1d here on1y a
simplified mode 1. which can (jive a lower bound on the performance
on the network. The model is a two dimensional discrete time
Markov chain which can be solved by the iterative and recursive
matrix methods for the throughput and the average message delay.
5.1 Assu inp t ions
The following assumptions are made in modeling the network.
i; There are N independent stations communicating over an
M-channel network. The stations are all synchronized on
the s i g nail i. n g channel and the signalling packets (e.g.
reservation, release etc.) are transmitted on it in
s rn a 11 t i m e s 1 o t s.
2 A st ation is REA D Y w h e n i t finis hes its pr e vio us
transmission and starts generating new messages at a
p-icki1!;;;! lot. The message generation interval is
t he re fo r e g e ometrie a11y dist ribu ted. A f t er it ha
generate a message, it waits until its message has bee
3) A station becomes QUEUED immediately when a new message
is generated. It then waits for an idle or ready
channel if none exists. If one exists, all QUEUED
stations will contend for that channel. The probability
of success in contention during each time slot is
assumed to be the same for all contenting stations and
equals to u. For a given number of stations and number
of channels, the contention success probability is
estimated for various traffic rates by simulation. The
value of u used in the following queueing analysis is
taken to be the smallest estimate of the contention
success probabilities. This would give a conservative
estimate of delay-throughput performance since the
actual contention success probability is larger.
4) After a successful contention, a QUEUED station becomes
a RESERVED station and enters a reserve queue to wait
for the ready channels to become idle. As soon as a
channel becomes idle, one of the RESERVED stations gets
the channel and starts transmission.
5) Transmission time in the channel for each message is
assumed to be geometrically distributed. That is, each
transmitting station completes its transmission with a
constant rate at each time slot. The average
message length therefore is
6)
We assumed that the lookahead interval is sufficiently
long that release contention always completes before
the end of the interval.
7) Ihe transmission of the RACK packets is not modelled
since a time slot is always reserved for it after each
successful reservation contention.
5.2 The Network Model
The multichannel network can be modelled as the closed






Figure 5.1: Queueing Model for the M-Channel LAN
with CLAR-MC protocol
There is a total oI: N customers circulating in the network.
We divide tiie network model into three sections: the arrival
section, the contention section and the channel section.
1) The channel section contains M parallel servers representing
the M data channels and a queue of size M which can accomodate up
to M customers that have reserved a channel. Let be a random
variable representing the total number of customers in the
channel section. In other words, is the number of stations that
are either using a channel for transmission or having reserved a
c 11anne1 for their next use. It is obvious that
2) The contention section consists ot a contention queue
containing QUEUED customers and a contention server. Whenever
there is room for more customers in the channel section (i.e.
the contention server starts working. In other words, it
Ci I 1 At JC f K QUEUED customers to content for
the channel faci1ities. The probability of contention success
under Phis r i r e 111 n ,s I a n r e s is u_ W h e r the contention server
stoos work inn.
3) The arrival section: There are i READY customers in the
arrival section. Each customer generates new messages at a rate
of packets per time slot
With that, the above model can be easily seen to be a two-
dimensional Markov chain with state vector (n,m) and state
dependent transition probabilities where n is the number of
QUEUED customers and m is the number of RESERVED plus BUSI
customers. Ai slate( n, in), there are three possible events whirl
can occur simultaneously at a certain time slot:
1) Generation of i new messages: the state transition in
this case is( n, in) ( n+ i, m)
2) Service completion of j messages: with state transition
( n, rn) (n,m- i)
3) Contention success: with state transition
( n m) ( n -1 m +1)
Let r= Prob[i messages arrival to the contention section
i
in a slotJ. Let the time slot is small enough so that the
probability of four or more arrivals in a slot is negligible.
This is justified by actual data calculated during analysis. We
therefore have
Let qj be the probability that j messages have finished
transmission in a slot. Again, with time slots small enough, the
probability of four or more departures from the channel section
in a time slot is assumed negligible. We have
Let S(n,m) be the probability of contention success during a
certain time slot when the system is at state(n,m), then
S( n, m] for m 2M and nC
o the rwise
Then the transition probability p from one state to another
state is cii ven by
p[( n, m)-( n h-i- .1, rn- j +1) r| q• S( n, m) i, j: 0 ,1, 2,:
for a successful contention at the time slot.
For an unsuccessful contention, we hav(
D r(n,m)- (n+ i,m-i) : r• q•[ 1- S( n, m)] i, j: 0 ,1, 2,
5.3 Calculations
After we have built the Markov Chain, we can use matrix
resursive methods such as Gauss-Seidel Iteration or Successive
Overrelaxation[26] to calculate the equilibrium state
probabi1ities (n,m) of the Markov Chain. The throughput S and
averaqe delay T tor a aiven set of narameters can be calculated
from as foil ows.
Let a( k Prob [k channels are used], M, and
b( j) Prob [the reare jmessages in contention sectionand
channel section]
Then,
From (1), we can obtain the average number of channels in
nQOfl A ci
Define Ns as the average number of stations that are either
in the Contention Section or Channel Section and the average
delay T as the average length of the time interval between the
instance when a message is generated and the instance when it
finishes transmission. Since we are considering a closed queueing
network, the rate of message generation at the arrival
section is equal to the throughput at the Channel Section, or
where A is the rate of the channel server. From
(2), we have
The average delay T by Little's formula is
For an M data channel and one signalling channel system, the
overall system utilization S is
5.4 Numerical Results
We assume a total channel capacity of 10 Mbps which are
divided into M+l channels of 10(M+1) Mbps each. By varying the
message generastion rate
we can calculate the throughput-
delay characteristics for each value of M.
We plot the re su Its for cases of M--3, 5, L 0 ,1 5 in figure 5.2
and compa red t o the s imu]a tion resu1ts. As ex pected we found that
the results are very close to each other and the performance
from the analytical results is a lower bound of the throughput
performance and an upper bound for the delay performance.
Particularly we observe that the characteristics of analytical
results and simulation results merge together at high traffic.
This is because the probability of success contention if
approximately the same. At low traffic the analytical
characteristics slightly deviate f rom the simulation results a f
the probability of success contention is underestimated.
Figure 5.2: Delay-Throughput Characteristics of OLAR-MC protocol
Comparison of analytical and simulation results.
Message size is geometrically distributed.
CHAPTER 6
SIMULATION RESULTS
We use GPSS-V to simulate the various operating conditions
of the proposed network topology. As expected, we found that a
steady maximum throughput is maintciined under very heavy loading
condition. This maximum throughput moreover is independent of the
number of stations connected to the network. We summarize the
results and observations below:
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the delay-throughput performance of
the CLAR-MC protocol on a multichannel network with the following
ooeratina parameters:
Total no. of channels
Data rate per channel














50 slots (825 bytes)
20 slots (165 bytes)
Message transmission time in a single 10 Mbps cable is
Normalized propagation delay is
Also shown in figures 6.1 and 6.2 is the delay-throughput
performance of a single CSMA channel of capacity 10 Mbps and
multichannel M-CSMA protocols with the same operating parameters
for comparison. We found that the CLAR-MC protocol has a higher
maximum throughput 0.9 compared to the single channel CSMA
Figure 6.1
Throughput comparisons between CLAR-MC and other protocols
Throughput S versus Offered Traffic G.
Figure 6.2 : Delay-Throughput comparisons between CLAR-MC and other
protocols.
protocol 0.6. The delay performance of the CLAR protocol is
similar to the M-CSMA protocols at low utilization. But when the
offered traffic increases beyond the network capacity, stable
maximum throughput is obtained for the CLAR-MC protocol. The
CLAR-MC protocol therefore is more suitable for larger networks
under heavy loading condition. An added advantage is that only
two sets of transceiver are needed in the CLAR-MC protocol, while
M transceivers are required for the M-CSMA protocol.
Figure 6.3 shows two sets of throughput-delay
characteristics of CLAR-MC as a function of M and a (normalized
propagation delay) for both fixed and geometric message sizes.
The maximum throughput obtained for geometric message size is
slightly smaller than that for fixed message size. This is
because for geometric messages, some messages will have sizes
smaller than LI (the lookahead interval size). The transmission
may terminate before any successful reservation can be done
through contention and results in the data channel being idle for
a certain period.
Figure 6.4 and 6.6 show the effect of LI on the delay-
throughput characteristics of CLAR-MC for fixed and geometric
message size respectively. From figure 6.4, it can be seen that
for fixed size messages, the delay-throughput performance is
nearly independent of Li, and any value of LI greater than 5
slots can be chosen to obtain the maximum throughput. Figure 6.5
shows that for geometric messages, the throughput is more
dependent of LI and a larger LI is needed for maximum throughput.
Figure 6.3: Delay-Throughput Characteristics of CLAR-MC protocol
as a function of number of channels M and average
message size B. Comparision of fixed and geometrically
distributed message size.
Figure 6.4 Delay-Throughput Characteristics of CLAR-MC protocol
as a function of lookahead interval (LI).
Message size is fixed.
Figure 6.5
Delay-Throughput Characteristics of CLAR-MC protocol
as a function of lookahead interval (LI).
Message size is geometrically distributed.
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the delay-throughput
characteristics of CLAR-MC as a function of message size. We can
observe from figure 6.6 that t he data channels can be fully
utilized for fixed message sizes greater or equal to 50 slots,
which is very close to the B=(M-l)nP result derived in chapter
3. Again, we see in figure 6.7 that for geometric messages, the
throughput is more sensitive to B compared with fixed size
m pssanp.q.
From the simulation results, we conclude that the CLAR-MC
protocol has the followina orooerties:
1) Stable maximum throughput can be obtained.
2) Constant delay performance can be obtained over a large
range of through) p u t:.
3) The throughput-delay performance for fixed size messages is
better than that for geometric messages.
4) There is a lower bound on message size in order for fully
utilizing the data channels (B- (M-1)n P). See chapter 3
for a more detail discussion.
5) Maximum throughput is attained for any LI larger than 10
slots. LI surely cannot be larger than the message size.
Figure 6.6 Delay-Throughput Characteristics of CLAR-MC protocol
as a function of fixed message size.
Figure 6.7: Delay-Throughput Characteristics of CLAR-MC protocol as a
function of geometrically distributed message size.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUS IONS
In this thesis we have proposed a new local area network
topology and a new communication protocol to be used on it.
Analysis and simulation results show that the multichannel
computer network with local and global transceiving media is a
feasible design with many nice features. Although there is a
constraint on the message size, we found that even in the case of
10 Mbps, 10 Km, the average message size needs only be 825 bytes,
for maximum throughput in a 10 data channel LAN. Fast circuit
switching can be implemented on the network so that a station,
once acquired a channel, can transmit the entire message to the
destination station. This implies a longer average message length
per message transmission when compared to the single CSMA case
where messages must first be broken up into packets.
We have also shown that the proposed multichannel network
and protocol CLAR-MC can offer an integrated service to different
applications. It can support message switching, packet switching
as well as fast circuit switching. It can provide services such
as message data transmission, two-party telephone calls,
multiparty telephone conferencing, fascimile as well as providing
virtual circuits with customized data rate.
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APPENDIX: Simulation Program in GPSS
hlhck
MUMRFR LOC CP E nATIG N A, 0,C,D ,E ,F,G, H, I
CLRS-MC SIMULATION
COMMENTS
NUMBER CF CHANNELS= 10JLI= 50
MESSACE SIZE= 500» EXPONENTIAL, WITH FAST MESSAGE ALLOWED
NUMBER CF STATIONS= 25; INITIALIZATION OF MESSAGES
FUNCTIONS AND VARIABLES
ST MULATE
FU N C T I C N R N1 ,C2r
0,01, 1
2 FUNCTION R NO, C 2 4
0.0,00.1jO. 1 049 .2,0 .2220.3,0.3 550.4, 0.5 09.5, .690.6, 0.915
0 .7,1 .20. 75,1.380.8,1.60.84 ,1 .830•88,2. 120.9,2.30.9 2,2.52
0. 94, 2.- 810. 95. 2. 990. 96, 3. 20. 97, 3. 50.98,3. 9 0.99, 4. 60 .9 95, 5.3




















DOUBLE THE EST. STATION
HALF THE EST.STATION
LOOKAHEAD INTERVAL
NUMBER OF DATA CHANNELS

































































,L A B 30
V 1, F N 2, 15
,LAB30
V 1 ,FN 2, 15
, LAE30
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V1,FN2,25
,LAB30









TP A N SF ER
GENERATE
V 1, FN2,35





V 1, F N 2, 3 5
,LAB30
V 1, F N 2, 4 5
STA TLMuf.
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P 10 i 1 »L4B4
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P4, 1 T LABI 2
V 6




















_S FT MARKFQR FASJ_P_ACKET
NEW MESSAGE GENERATE TIME
REL PACKET
SMALL PACKET
A5SIGN_A READY CHANNEL EXISTS
WAIT FOR CONTENTION INTERVAL
WAIT FOR CONTENTION INTERVAL
ASSIGN EST. NO. OF STATIONS
A REL PACKET?
PREVICLS REQ CM. IS COLLIDED,JUMP
NO _READY CHANNEL EXI ST ,PRE.NOT. COLL IS
IF NCNEXIST READY CHANNEL,JMP
SET PR0G=l2
CHECK IF BRANCH. DELAY T. X.
NO NEED TO WAIT FOR REL PACKET S
NO NEED TO WAIT FOR SMALL PACKETS
RECHECK IF EXISTENCE OF READYCH.
CHECK IF COLL.FLAG SET
SEIZE THE REQ.CH•
AN ARTIFICIAL QUEUE
INDICATE THAT THE REQ. CHANNEI IS__USE.
DIFFERENT TREATMENT FOR SMALL PACK
FIXED REG.PACKET
RELEASE PACKETS =10 ONLY.

















































































































































































M I 5 S 10 N
9
, L A E 2 4
2,1, V5,, ,LA E9
2,1 ,V5,, ,LA E3
R2,LABS
P 2, V 5,L AB 27
2+, 1
2,P2, V5 t,, L A B27
























W AT T .LABI, A l.L





2, 1, V5,, ,LA E50
GOT C EEL• RF. AD Y.
ADVANCE THE SMALL PACKET
KILL THE SMALL MESSAGE
COLLISION INDICATION
MAKE THE REQ. CM. UNAVAILABLE
ARTIFICIAL DELAY INTRODUCED
RE T R AN MIG SI0 N
ARTIFICIAL DATA DELAY
RETRANSMISSION TRY
SELECT A FREE CHANNEL
NO UNUSED CH. —JUMP
UNUSED CH. IS READY? YES,JUMP
LAST UNUSED CH. JUMP
RE SET THE RE ADY SWITCH
JOIN CUEUE IF NECESSARY
ACTLAL DELAY FOR CH. ACQUISITION
SEIZE SERVER
SUBTRACT 200 FROM P9
SERVICE RECEIVED
STORE THE CHANNEL REL NO.
GENERATE A REL PACKET
LOOKAHEAD INTERVAL TRANSMITTED
RELEASE THE CHANNEL ACTUALLY
SUCC. PACKET INTERARRIVAL TIMES
ASSIGN NEXT NE W PA CKE T 3
STORE VALUE OF TX
SET A RELEASE PACKET
INTER ARR I VAL T I ME OF REL PACKIT
SET MARKER FOR RELEASE PACKET
CONTENT I ON
RELEASE THE CHANNEL TO READY
EACH REL CHKS. NO. WAITING
K I L L TIT E REL.' PAC KET
AS5IGNFD
A RT I FICIAL DELAY AD DED
CONTENT IC N INTERVAL
NO COLLISION? JUMP
SET COLLISION FLAG FOR PEL. P
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TERM I N AT'r
SENEP A TF






















































































rni i t c Tnki--nni im F m
RESET COLLISION FLAG
R E A DY C H A NN El DO E SM.LT._E X I ST., J.U.M P
USED, SUCCESS? JUMP
IDLE, HALF THE N
LOWER BOUND OF N
CCTT M— 1
MO COLL, SET SWITCH
IDLE ,S E T SWITCH
TA BLE THE ESTIMATF VALUE
TABLE THE REAL NO.
TABLE THE REL. PACKET WAITING
MAKE THE REQ.CH AVAILABLE
SET FREE THE. REL.PACKETS
IN IT. OF SWITCHES
. I N I T.. GF N._._
INIT. PI, TO 12
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